We report High Energy Transient Explorer 2 (HETE-2) Wide Field X-ray Monitor/French Gamma Telescope observations of XRF 030723 along with observations of the XRF afterglow made using the 6.5m Magellan Clay telescope and the Chandra X-ray Observatory. The observed peak energy E obs pk of the νF ν burst spectrum is found to lie within (or below) the WXM 2-25 keV passband at 98.5% confidence, and no counts are detected above 30 keV. Our best fit value is E obs pk = 8.4
Introduction
Approximately 1/3 of all bursts detected by the HETE-2 satellite, excluding X-ray bursts and bursts due to known Galactic sources, have fluences in the X-rays (2-30 keV) which are larger than those measured in the γ-rays (30-400 keV). These are the "X-ray Flashes" (XRFs) (Heise et al. 2000) . A similar fraction of XRFs to γ-ray Bursts (GRBs) was observed by GINGA (Strohmayer et al. 1998) , while BATSE lacked the low energy response to detect so large a fraction of XRFs relative to GRBs. Nonetheless, for bursts detected by both BATSE and BeppoSAX, it appears that XRFs can be described by Band et al. (1993) models with parameters consistent with those found for GRBs, except with lower fluxes and νF ν peak energies ∼10-100 times smaller (Kippen et al. 2002) . Sakamoto et al. (2003) have demonstrated additional links between XRFs and GRBs by showing that the prompt emission from XRF 020903, the first XRF with an established redshift (Soderberg et al. 2004) , satisfies and extends two correlations observed for GRBs. First, the burst satisfies the relation found by Barraud et al. (2003) between 7-30 keV and 30-400 keV fluences in bursts observed by the HETE-2 French Gamma Telescope (FREGATE). Second, the isotropic-equivalent energy E iso tracks the νF ν spectral peak energy E pk as found for GRBs by Amati et al. (2002) , extending the correlation by a factor ∼300.
Much theoretical (and observational) energy has focused recently on XRFs, driven by the strong possibility that XRFs represent an extension of the GRB population to softer energies. Models are focused primarily on differences in the jet physics (see Zhang & Mészáros (2002) for an overview). The data for XRF 030723, and the well-sampled data from its optical and X-ray afterglows, are excellent discriminators for these models, as we discuss in Sections 3, 4, and 5.
Prompt Observations

Localization
XRF 030723 was detected by the HETE-2 FREGATE, WXM (Wide Field X-ray Monitor), and SXC (Soft X-ray Camera) instruments at 6:28:59 UT on 2003 July 23 (Prigozhin et al. 2003) . A GCN burst alert was issued 42s later, reporting a flight-derived WXM localization with a 30 arcmin radius (90% confidence). Ground analysis of the WXM data produced a refined 9.4 arcmin error radius localization that was reported in a GCN Notice at 09:47:25 UT. It is centered at R.A. = 21 h 48 m 52 s , decl. = −27
• 41 ′ 16 ′′ (J2000.0). Ground analysis of the SXC data provided an initial localization that was disseminated as a GCN Notice at 13:38:19 UT. A refined 2 arcmin radius error circle centered at R.A. = 21 h 49 m 27.4 s , decl. = −27
• 42 ′ 01 ′′ (J2000.0) was reported by Prigozhin et al. (2003) . These error regions are shown in Figure 1 .
In our analysis of the XRF 030723 prompt emission, we apply a "cut" to the WXM time-and energy-tagged data (TAG data), using only the photons from the pixels on the five wires in the X-detector (XA0, XA1, XA2, XB0, XB1) and the three wires in the Ydetector (YA0, YA1, YA2) that were illuminated by the burst. This entails including only the photons from the portions of each wire which would be illuminated by an X-ray source located at the position of the optical transient (OT) reported by Fox et al. (2003) (Section 3).
Temporal Properties
Figure 2 displays the WXM and FREGATE light curves for XRF 030723 in four energy bands. A linear fit to the 30-400 keV data (4th panel, Figure 2) shows that there are few, if any, net counts above 30 keV. The burst temporal profile below 25 keV is consistent with the presence of a single peak, and the burst durations in this band do not appear to depend strongly on energy. Table 1 gives t 90 and t 50 durations for the burst in the 2-5, 5-10, 10-25, and 2-25 keV bands.
Spectrum
The WXM detector response matrix has been well-calibrated using observations of the Crab nebula (Shirasaki et al. 2002) . In the spectral fits, we include only the photons that registered on the five wires in the X-detectors and the three wires in the Y-detectors that were illuminated by the burst, as mentioned above. Since the variation in the gain is not uniform at the ends of the wires in the WXM detectors (Shirasaki et al. 2000) , we use only the photon counts that registered in the central ±50 mm region of the wires to construct the spectra of the burst. We include all of the photons that register in the central regions of these wires (i.e, we use the full 2-25 keV energy range of the WXM). We analyze the summed data from the eight wires, taking the normalizations on all wires to be the same. The FREGATE spectral response has been verified with observations of the Crab nebula as described in Barraud et al. (2003) . We consider the WXM data in the 2-25 keV band and the FREGATE data in the 7-100 keV band, and we do not rebin the pulse height channels. We carry out a set of fits for the burst from -1.25s to 30s from the trigger time (see the dotted lines in Figure 2) , that include the spectral data from both the WXM and the FREGATE. Background data are taken from the time intervals -37.2s to -14.9s and 44.2s to 99.4s, relative to the trigger time. We use the XSPEC v11.2.0 software package to do the spectral fits. All errors refer to the 90% confidence regions, unless otherwise noted. Table 2 presents the results of our time-averaged spectral analysis for XRF 030723. The data are well fitted by a power-law model ( Figure 3 ) and considerably less well-fitted by a blackbody model. The data bins above 30 keV do not affect the blackbody fit. In the 2-30 keV band, the fit yields χ 2 ν = 1.484 for 50 degrees of freedom. Thus, it is rejectable at 98.5% confidence.
Band models can be used to describe the spectra of essentially all GRBs. The highenergy photon index of a Band model must satisfy β < −2 in order for the νF ν spectral peak energy to lie in or below our passband. The index in the best fit power-law model is consistent with β < −2. If we exclude the counts below 10 keV, retaining 66 of 84 data bins, the best-fit power-law index (−3.2) is less than −2 at 98.5% confidence (likelihood ratio test: ∆χ 2 = 5.93 for 1 additional degree of freedom). This is the confidence at which we claim the burst to be an XRF. If the νF ν peak energy of the burst were not established in this fashion to lie in or below the WXM band (2-25 keV), the burst could potentially be a faint GRB, with E obs pk > 100 keV. A proper determination of E obs pk should be found using a Band model. The parameters of our best fit models are shown in Table 2 . The 90% confidence parameter regions are not well defined for the Band models; so we quote the 68% confidence regions in Table 2 instead. If we assume β < −2, as argued above, we can generate firm limits on E obs pk using the "constrained" Band model formalism developed by Sakamoto et al. (2003) . This model assumes β < −2 and allows the Band model to produce a pure power-law only with the high energy index. We find E obs pk = 8.4
+3.5 −3.4 keV. The posterior probability distribution for E obs pk , along with the locations of this 90% confidence interval and the 3-σ upper limit of 15.0 keV, are plotted in Figure 4 . We find consistent values for E obs pk using cutoff power-law model and Band model fit with α = −1. This is a typical α value for GRBs, and it allows for excellent fits to the XRF 030723 data. Table 3 displays fluences and peak fluxes determined from fits of the cutoff power-law model in various energy bands. The power-law model produces a lower value for the 30-400 keV flux than does the cutoff power-law model. Applying the best-fit power-law model in Table 2 , the burst fluence in the 2-30 keV band is S X (2 − 30keV) = 2.9 ± 0.4 × 10 −7 erg cm −2 , and the burst fluence in the 30-400 keV band is S γ (30 − 400keV) = 2.8
−7 erg cm −2 . For both the cutoff power-law model and the power-law model we have log [S X (2 − 30keV)/S γ (30 − 400keV)] > 0, which is our operating definition of an XRF. Finally, we test for possible spectral evolution during the burst by fitting the WXM and FREGATE data divided into two time portions. We take data from the first half of the burst (from -1.25s to 15s) and from the second half of the burst (from 15s to 30s), and we fit both portions using a power-law model in the same fashion as we fit the full data set above. A power-law fit to the first data half yields β 1 = −1.9 +0.2 −0.1 , with χ 2 ν = 72.95/82. For the second half of the data, we find β 2 = −2.9 +0.8 −1.4 , with χ 2 ν = 71.77/82. Fitting both halves jointly and allowing one common spectral index, we find β = β 1 = β 2 = −1.9 +0.1 −0.2 , with χ 2 ν = 150.3/165. Hence, there is evidence for a hard-to-soft spectral evolution during the burst at 98.2% confidence (∆χ 2 = 5.58 for 1 additional degree of freedom). Hard-to-soft evolution is common in GRBs, and it was reported by Sakamoto et al. (2003) at similar confidence for XRF 020903.
Optical Afterglow Observations
The refined error regions are shown in Figure 1 , enclosing the location of a fading OT detected by Fox et al. (2003) . The quoted position of the OT is R.A. = 21 h 49 m 24.40 s , decl. = −27
• 42 ′ 47.4 ′′ (J2000.0), with an uncertainty of less than 0.5" in either dimension. Using the 60-inch telescope at Mount Palomar, Fox et al. (2003) observed the source to fade by 1.1 mag, R ∼ 21.3 1.23 days after the GRB to R ∼ 22.4 2.23 days after the GRB. This source, likely the optical afterglow associated with the GRB, was also detected by Fox et al. (2003) in the Ks-band (Ks ∼ 18.65) with the Hale 200-inch telescope at Mount Palomar 1.23 days after the burst, however the source was below the detection threshold (Ks ∼ 19.0) at 2.23 days.
From 24.8 hours to 25.2 hours after the burst (centered on July 24.31 UT), we observed the SXC error circle with the LDSS2 instrument on the 6.5m Magellan Clay telescope at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile. Four 6-minute R-band exposures were taken in ∼ 0.6 ′′ seeing. Our photometry has been calibrated against the USNO photometry data reported by Henden (2003) . Coaddition of the images gives a limiting magnitude of R = 24.5. We detected the source of Fox et al. (2003) with R = 21.13 ± 0.05 (Dullighan et al. 2003a ). On July 28.385 UT, 5.13 days after the burst, we again observed the SXC error circle with Magellan. We obtained two 200-second exposures with the MagIC instrument in ∼ 0.8 ′′ seeing, reaching a limiting magnitude of R = 24.3. In the second observation the OT magnitude was R = 24.2 ± 0.3. Including the other detections reported over the GCN (see Figure 7 ), we estimate a late time power-law decay index of α = −1.84 ± 0.04, and an early power-law decay of α = −0.8 ± 0.2. A break in the light curve can then be inferred to occur at ∼1 day after the burst (see also, Fynbo et al. 2004a ). The simple two component power-law picture is, however, inadequate to explain the early faintness (at t 0.5 days) and the late time rebrightening in the optical afterglow. Rykoff et al. (2002) argue that the early faintness in the optical afterglow (relative to the afterglow after ∼ 1 day) may be due to absorption by material arising from a progenitor wind. However, their measurements (left-most two optical points in Figure 7 ) are of low significance, and they indicate an early-time flux higher than that implied by the observations reported by Fynbo et al. (2004a) (next two optical data points in Figure 7 ). Fynbo et al. (2004a) suggest a complicated off-axis jet scenario that could possibly explain all four data points. Fynbo et al. (2004a) (see also, Fynbo et al. 2004b; Tominaga et al. 2004 ) observed a rebrightening in the R-band optical afterglow at t ∼ > t GRB + 10 days. Those authors argue that this is due to emission from an underlying supernova component, and the magnitude of the rebrightening implies that the supernova is nearby (z ∼ 0.6). Dado, Dar, & De Rujula (2003) also argue in favor of this supernova component interpretation. Alternatively, Huang (2004) , and also Liang & Dai (2004) , argue that the rebrightening is due to a two component jet as put forward by Berger et al. (2003) for GRB 030329. Regardless of how the rebrightening is interpreted, a low redshift would be consistent with the blue, apparently featureless VLT spectrum observed by Fynbo et al. (2004a) , where the lack of Ly-α forest lines implies z < 2.3. Fynbo et al. (2004a) detected a faint (R = 26.8 ± 0.4) galaxy spatially coincident with the optical afterglow using the FORS1 optical camera on the ESO VLT on September 24 UT. From September 29 UT to October 3 UT, Kawai et al. (2003) observed the probable host galaxy with the Subaru Prime Focus Camera on the Subaru telescope and detected the source in the Rc (Rc = 27.6 ± 0.4), Ic, and z' bands.
The source was not detected in the radio. Soderberg, Berger, & Frail (2003) report a 3-σ upper limit of 180 µJy at 8.46 GHz for July 26.42 UT.
X-ray Afterglow Observations
Chandra Detection
On 25 July 2003, the Chandra Observatory targeted the field of XRF 030723 for a 25 ksec (E1) observation spanning the interval 09:52-17:05 UT on 25 July, 51.4 -59.0 hours after the burst. The SXC error circle from Prigozhin et al. (2003) was completely contained within the field-of-view of the Chandra ACIS-I array. On 4 August 2003, Chandra re-targeted the field of XRF 030723 for an 85 ksec followup (E2) observation, spanning the interval 4 August 22:22 UT to 5 August 22:27 UT, 12.69 to 13.67 days after the burst. For this observation, the SXC error circle from Prigozhin et al. (2003) was completely contained within the fieldof-view of the Chandra ACIS-S3 chip.
As reported in Butler et al. (2003a) , 3 candidate point sources were detected within the revised SXC error region in our E1 observation ( Figure 5 ). Positions and other data for these sources are shown in Table 4 . None of the sources were anomalously bright relative to objects in Chandra deep field observations (see, e.g., Rosati et al. 2002) . The brightest object within the SXC error circle (source #1), lies 62
′′ from the center of the SXC error circle, and is within 0.7 ′′ of the optical transient reported by Fox et al. (2003) . Table 4 shows the number of counts detected in E1 and in E2. The E2 observations were reported in Butler et al. (2003b) . Accounting for the difference in exposure times and sensitivity, the number of counts detected for a steady source in E2 should be ∼ 6 times the number of counts detected in E1. This factor is greater than the ratio of exposure times, because the ACIS-S3 chip is more sensitive than the ACIS-I chips. (We estimate the additional sensitivity by assuming a power-law spectrum with photon index β = −2 and Galactic absorption.) Thus, sources 3 and 4 appear to have remained constant, while source 1 has faded. The number of counts detected in E2 corresponds to a ∼ 7σ significance decrease (i.e. factor of 6) in flux since the E1 observation.
X-ray Afterglow Spectrum and Fade
To properly determine the fade factor for the X-ray afterglow, we fit the E1 and E2 spectral data jointly. We reduce the spectral data using the standard CIAO 18 processing tools. We use "contamarf"
19 to correct for the quantum efficiency degradation due to contamination in the ACIS chips, important for energies below ∼ 1 keV. We bin the data into 12 bins, each containing 12 or more counts, and we fit an absorbed power-law model by minimizing χ 2 . The model has three parameters: two normalizations, and one photon index β. The absorbing column has been fixed at the Galactic value in the source direction, N H = 2.4 × 10 20 cm −2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990). The model fits the data well (χ 2 ν = 8.9/9, Figure 6 ). The best fit photon number index is β = −1.9 +0.2 −0.3 , which is a typical value for the X-ray afterglows of long duration GRBs (Costa et al. 1999) . Using this model, we find that the E1 flux is 2.2 ± 0.3 × 10 −14 erg cm −2 s −1 (0.5-8.0 keV band), while the E2 flux is 3.5 ± 0.5 × 10 −15 erg cm −2 s −1 (0.5-8.0 keV band). The decrease in flux between the two epochs can be described by a power-law with a decay index of α = −1.0 ± 0.1. This value of α is consistent with the early power-law decline in the optical (Section 3 for t ∼ < 1.5 day after the GRB; however, the index is considerably flatter than the index at t > 1.5 days. This flatter X-ray decay may possibly be related to the rebrightening of the optical afterglow reported by Fynbo et al. (2004a) . The optical afterglow, had it been observed during our two Chandra epochs only, would indicate a fade with α ∼ −1 (see Figure 7) .
Discussion
Source Properties
The WXM/FREGATE spectrum for XRF 030723 is poorly fit by a blackbody model. Even though the best fit model had a temperature similar to that commonly found in Type I X-ray burst sources (see, e.g., Lewin, van Paradijs & Taam 1993) , an association with an X-ray burster can be rejected due to the source's high Galactic latitude (b = −49.8
• ). No known X-ray burster or globular cluster is coincident with the position of the afterglow and its probable host galaxy. On the contrary, the burst and afterglow energetics and fade properties are similar to those common in GRBs and XRFs, as we now discuss. Barraud et al. (2003) find a strong correlation between the fluence in the 7-30 keV versus the fluence in the 30-400 keV band for 32 GRBs observed with HETE FREGATE. Sakamoto et al. (2003) find that XRF 020903 supports an extension of the correlation to XRFs. The correlation is described as S X (7 − 30keV) = 3.2
. For the value of S γ we find for XRF 030723 from the power-law model, this yields the expectation that S X = 2.0
. This is consistent with the observed value S X = 1.6
erg cm −2 . However, for the value of S γ we find from the cutoff power-law model (which provides a better fit to the XRF 030723 WXM/FREGATE data than does the power-law model) the Barraud et al. (2003) correlation yields the expectation that S X = 3.0
. This flux is a smaller than, and marginally inconsistent with, the observed value S X = 1.6 ± 0.5 × 10 −7 erg cm −2 . In any case, XRF 030723 has a value for S X /S γ near the dividing line between XRFs and "X-ray Rich" GRBs (S X /S γ = 1), and it is likely an important "bridge" event between few keV XRFs like XRF 020903 and classical GRBs and X-ray Rich GRBs. Sakamoto et al. (2003) find that XRF 020903 supports an extension of the Amati et al. (2002) correlation to XRFs. Although no redshift has been measured for XRF 030723, we have a constraint from the optical that z <2.3 (See Section 3) and possible indications from a rebrightening in the optical that the redshift may be lower yet. In Figure 8 , we plot the trajectory of XRF 030723 with redshift, determined from fits of the cutoff powerlaw model, through the E rest pk -E iso plane. For the range of redshifts which agree with the optical constraints, the HETE-2 XRF 030723 data also support an extension of the Amati et al. (2002) relation to XRFs. If we turn the problem around and take the Amati et al. (2002) relation as prior information in our spectral fitting, we can derive the best-fit redshift and 90% confidence interval: z = 0.38 +0.36 −0.18 . We also derive E iso = 2.1 +8.7 −1.6 × 10 50 erg, and E rest pk = 12.9 +7.8 −4.4 keV. We assume a lognormal distribution with standard deviation 0.3 for the intrinsic scatter in the Amati et al. (2002) relation. We assume a cosmology with (h,Ω m ,Ω Λ )=(0.65,0.3,0.7) Furthermore, we can motivate z ∼ < 1.0, using only the XRF data in the observer frame: we findẑ = 0.59 for the Atteia (2003) redshift indicator. Use of the redshift indicatorẑ is justified in Atteia (2003) via a correlation observed for 17 GRBs detected by HETE-2 and BeppoSAX.
Testing the Off-axis Jet Model
The prompt spectrum for XRF 030723 is likely not that of a typical GRB, which has been redshifted to lower energies. A redshift z ∼ 20 would be required to produce the low observed E obs pk value. This is clearly at odds with the redshift constraint just determined and also with the redshift constraint derived from the optical data.
Using the redshift constraint derived assuming the Amati et al. (2002) relation, we can compare the rest-frame X-ray afterglow and burst luminosities with values found for GRBs. It is interesting to note that the E iso we derive for the burst is approximately the "standard energy" found for GRBs by Frail et al. (2001) . This is a typical energy release for ordinary supernovae, and our measurement may indicate that XRFs are transition objects between GRBs and supernovae. This value of E iso would appear to indicate that XRF 030723 was an approximately spherical (i.e. non-jetted) explosion. More recently, Bloom, Frail, & Kulkarni (2003) have more rigorously determined the GRB standard energy as ∼ 10 51 erg. Similar to the tight clustering of burst energies found by Frail et al. (2001) , Berger, Kulkarni, & Frail (2003) find that the isotropic equivalent emission in the X-ray afterglow (at 10 hours after the GRB) also becomes tightly clustered if one accounts for differences in the jet halfopening angles ∆θ. As displayed in Figure 9 , we find that XRF 030723 extends the Berger, Kulkarni, & Frail (2003) correlation to much lower luminosities. In the case of XRF 030723, the simple flat-top jet picture would imply ∆θ > π, which violates the model for both the burst and afterglow. This appears to be the case for GRB 031203 (see, Watson et al. 2004; Sazanov, Lutovinov, & Sunyaev 2004) as well. The E iso values for these under-energetic bursts (including also XRF 020903) are less than the minimum energies permitted in the simple model where GRBs and XRFs have a standard energy release, with the observed energy determined by the width of the flat-top GRB jet. This is also the case for GRB 980425, if the association with SN 1998bw is correct (Kouveliotou et al. 2004 ).
We can seek to retain a unified picture for GRBs and XRFs by modifying the energetics of the explosion, as in the dirty fireball (Dermer, Chiang, & Böttcher 1999; Huang, Dai, & Lu 2002) or clean fireball (Mochkovitch et al. 2003 ) models, and/or by adopting a more complex description of the jet. In Section 3 we summarize extensions of the simple one component, flat-top jet picture, which were found necessary to account for the complex behavior of the XRF 030723 optical afterglow. In particular, several authors suggest the possibility of a jet viewed off-axis. Following Amati et al. (2004) , we can estimate that E obs pk would decrease by a factor δ = 2γ/[1 + γ 2 (θ v − ∆θ) 2 ] (see, e.g., Yamazaki et al. 2002) . Here, a jet with Lorentz factor γ is viewed at angle θ v from its center. A typical GRB would have E obs pk ∼ 200 keV and γ ∼ 150. Our measured E obs pk then implies θ v − ∆θ ∼ 30 degrees. At early times, a burst and afterglow viewed in such fashion would exhibit a fairly flat or possibly rising light curve due to the competing effects of the fading afterglow flux and the jet expanding into the line of sight. At late times, the flux would break and decay as t −2 , which is the canonical late time decay law observed for GRBs. For typical GRB explosive energies and circumburst densities, the break would occur at t ∼ 1 day, as observed for the optical light curve (and possibly X-ray light curve) of XRF 030723, if ∆θ ∼ 5 degrees. Hence, the off-axis jet model is supported by the combined optical and X-ray data.
X-ray Afterglow Rebrightening?
Given the apparent slow X-ray afterglow fade between our E1 and E2 Chandra observations (possibly ∝ t −1 , Section 4.2), the afterglow spectrum is consistent with a smooth extrapolation of the XRF spectrum (in spectral shape and marginally in spectral flux (see Figure 7) ) from t ∼ 30s. These facts suggest a simple evolution, where the X-ray afterglow has not undergone a temporal break prior to t ∼ 13 days. A very similar argument is made by Amati et al. (2004) for XRF 020427 based on data from BeppoSAX. Contrarily, we have evidence for complex temporal behavior in the optical afterglow of XRF 030723, which was not available for for XRF 020427. It is possible that the slow fade indicated by the ratio of our E1 and E2 Chandra fluxes was produced by a more complex, time-varying flux-possibly a rapid (∝ t −2 ) fade followed by a rebrightening (∝ t 3.5 ) as observed in the optical.
To test whether an X-ray rebrightening is or is not present in the Chandra data, we examine the arrival times and energies of each source count in our E1 and E2 observations. These data are expected to provide further constraining information than would be provided by the integrated fluxes alone. We seek the model which maximizes the likelihood:
where the rate r(t, E) is evaluated for each of n observed events, and where the time integral in the exponential is carried out for the good time intervals of Chandra data acquisition. We consider the data in the 0.5-8.0 keV band. Assuming that the spectral slope does not evolve with time, we write the the event rate as r(t, E) = c(E) * φ(t), where c(E) is the best fit count rate model from Section 4.2 (see also Figure 6 ), and φ(t) is the time-dependent normalization. For φ(t) we use a broken power-law:
with t b = 9 days, as suggested by the optical decay curve. The source data are extracted from 2.83 ′′ and 0.84 ′′ radius regions, respectively, for E1 and E2. This yields 76 and 74 events, respectively, for E1 and E2. We ignore the effect of the ∼ 1 background event in each epoch.
Fitting first for the case α 1 = α 2 = α (i.e. no break), we find α = −0.9 +0.1 −0.2 , in agreement with the index determined above. Next, we allow the indeces to vary independently. We find α 1 = −2.1 +2.0 −2.5 and α 2 = 3.5 +8.7 −7.4 . These best-fit values are quite similar to their respective values measured from the optical data. Comparing the likelihood calculated for each of these models, we have −2∆ log(L) = 1.08. This quantity is expected to be approximately χ 2 distributed with one degree of freedom. Hence, the rebrightening model is preferred by the data at approximately 70% confidence. We determine a similar estimate (68% confidence that the normalized event rate versus fraction of time observed is different in E1 from that in E2) from a KS-test of the photon arrival time distributions, ignoring the photon energies. This estimate does not require an event rate model.
The Nature of the Rebrightening
In Section 5.3, we discuss marginal evidence that the X-ray afterglow flux tracks the optical afterglow flux. We know of one case where a rebrightening in the X-ray afterglow was tracked by the optical afterglow: GRB 970508, with a rebrightening at t ∼ 1 day (Piro et al. 1998 ). Because it also common for broad-band fades as t −2 to occur at late times, we regard a slow X-ray fade accompanying a considerably more rapid optical fade after 1 day as unlikely. If a slow fade were present in the optical and not in the X-rays, we would expect to see an evolution in the spectral flux between the optical and X-ray bands. However, the afterglow spectrum in the optical (see, Fynbo et al. 2004a ) and in the X-rays is consistent with a power-law spectrum with photon index Γ = 2, and this spectral slope does not appear to evolve (in the X-rays or in the optical) between our E1 and E2 Chandra observations. If we fit the optical flux model (Figure 7) to the Chandra count rates in E1 and E2, then the spectral slope (photon index) connecting the two bands is found to be Γ = 2.0±0.1, consistent with the slopes in the optical and X-ray data considered alone. Within the context of the standard fireball shock model, this broad-band slope suggests a slow-cooling synchrotron spectrum where the cooling break frequency is below the optical band (see, e.g., Sari, Piran, & Narayan 1998).
Alternatively, it may be that the X-ray fade at ∼ > 1 days is in fact slower than the optical fade due to the onset of an inverse-Compton (IC) emission component (see, e.g., Figure 3 of Panaitescu & Kumar 2000) . This would require a fairly dense circumburst medium with n ∼ 100 cm −3 . We would also expect to observe a flattening out of the E2 spectrum relative to E1 by ∆Γ ≥ 0.5 (Sari & Esin 2001) . However, such a flattening is excluded by the Chandra data at 97.6% confidence (∆χ 2 = 5.1 for 1 additional degree of freedom).
If the same mechanism is responsible for the rebrightening at t ∼ > 10 days in both the optical and in the X-ray bands, then an explanation in terms of a supernova bump is incorrect. If the bump were produced by a dust echo, we might expect to have observed a softening of the X-ray spectrum in E2, as was observed for the possible dust echo in GRB 031203 by Vaughan et al. (2004) . Another possibility is that the afterglow shock interacts with a density enhancement. Lazzati et al. (2002) find that the afterglow spectrum beyond the synchrotron cooling break is insensitive to density enhancements. However, the more complex Wolf-Rayet wind models of Ramirez-Ruiz et al. (2001) are capable of producing significant late time bumps (see their Figure 5 ). Ramirez-Ruiz et al. (2001) also suggest the possibility that a dense shell of material from a progenitor wind could generate a bump as a Compton echo of the prompt emission (see their Figure 6 ). Shortward of the hard X-rays, this bump would have a spectrum mirroring that of the prompt emission, as we seem to observe. This scenario requires off-axis viewing for the bump to be a substantial contributor to the afterglow flux. Also in the off-axis picture, the two-component jet model of Huang (2004) would produce a rise in the X-rays as well as in the optical.
In the context of a supernova bump, Fynbo et al. (2004a) explain the spectral reddening at t ≈27 days (i.e. after the bump) as due to UV line-blanketing. Alternatively, reddening could change as function of time if the progenitor has a complex mass loss history, including a Wolf-Rayet phase and a dusty wind (see, e.g., Mirabal et al. 2003; Ramirez-Ruiz et al. 2001) .
Conclusions
We have determined the temporal and spectral properties of XRF 030723, as detected and measured by the WXM and FREGATE instruments on HETE-2. The duration of the burst is similar to that common in long-duration GRBs. Moreover, the burst spectral properties are similar to those of GRBs detected by FREGATE, except that the burst peak energy E obs pk is ∼10 keV rather that ∼200 keV. The low burst fluence appears to be consistent with an extension of the Amati et al. (2002) relation to XRFs. We have derived power-law spectral parameters to the X-ray afterglow data taken in two epochs with Chandra. The photon index we derive is a typical value for long-duration GRBs, further strengthening the link between XRFs and long-duration GRBs. We have argued that the X-ray data, particularly when compared to the optical afterglow data, favor a complex jet structure and off-axis viewing, possibly also a complex circumburst medium due to a progenitor wind. We wish to stress the importance of multi-band observations, including X-ray observations, to separate out and quantify these effects. We encourage further late time (t ∼ > 1 week) observations with Chandra and/orXMM-Newton to help determine the nature of possible rebrightenings in future afterglow light curves.
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Note.-All of the quantities in this table are derived assuming a cutoff power-law model with α = −1 for the spectrum. The quoted errors correspond to the 90% confidence region. WXM error region, and the smaller circle is the SXC 90% confidence error region (Prigozhin et al. 2003) . The final HETE-2 error region is the SXC error region. The point labeled "Optical/Xray Transient" refers to the location of the spatially coincident optical and X-ray afterglows to XRF 030723 reported by Fox et al. (2003) and by Butler et al. (2003b) , respectively. -The posterior probability density distribution for E obs pk from the constrained Band model. This is calculated by numerically integrating exp (−χ 2 /2) over the constrained Band model normalization and β parameters, then normalizing the resulting E obs pk distribution. The vertical dotted lines define the 90% probability interval, and the vertical dashed line defines the 99.7% probability upper limit of 15 keV. The peak of the probability occurs at E obs pk = 8.4 keV. -Three X-ray sources and one USNO field star (source #2) were found within the SXC error region in our E1 ACIS-I observation. The brightest source #1, spatially coincident with a source later confirmed by Fox et al. (2003) , is labelled "Afterglow." Our E2 observation with ACIS-S3 revealed that this source faded in the X-ray's as well. (Fox et al. 2003; Dullighan et al. 2003a,b; Bond 2003; Smith et al. 2003; Fynbo et al. 2004a) . Our data are marked with open circles. All optical data are from the R-band, except for the left-most two points from (Smith et al. 2003) , which are unfiltered. We apply an extinction correction to the optical data of 0.088 mag (Schlegel et al. 1998) . A temporal break appears to be present in the spectrum at t ∼ 1 day (Dullighan et al. 2003b) . A rebrightening is present after t ∼ 10 days (Fynbo et al. 2004a ). We overplot a 3-times broken power-law fit, to describe the optical behavior. The X-ray afterglow spectral flux may follow this same trend (gray line), or the behavior may be that of a simple power-law fade (dotted line). pk -E iso plane (crosses), where E iso is the isotropic-equivalent radiated energy between 1-10 4 keV and E pk is the peak of the νF ν spectrum, both measured in the rest frame of the burst. The solid line is given by the equation E pk = 89(E iso /10 52 erg) 0.5 keV. The dotted region around this curve represents the 90% confidence region, where we describe the intrinsic scatter in the Amati et al. (2002) relation as lognormal, with standard deviation 0.3. The filled circle in the lower left-hand corner is the location of XRF 020903. The ten open circles are the BeppoSAX GRBs reported by Amati et al. (2002) . Given the constraint from the optical that z < 2.3, the XRF 030723 data (like the XRF 020903 data) are consistent with an extension of the Amati et al. (2002) relation to XRFs. Fig. 9.-The location of XRF 030723 in the L X,iso − E iso plane, where L X,iso is the isotropicequivalent luminosity in the 2-10 keV band, adjusted to t = 10 hrs after the burst, measured in the rest frame of the burst. For XRF 030723, we include the errors in the X-ray flux, temporal index (α = −1.0 ± 0.1), and redshift. The XRF 030723 data extend a correlation found by Berger, Kulkarni, & Frail (2003) for GRBs. E iso values for the Berger, Kulkarni, & Frail (2003) GRBs were taken from Bloom, Frail, & Kulkarni (2003) . Following Kouveliotou et al. (2004) , we also plot the value for the INTEGRAL burst GRB 031203. The solid line represent the best fit linear regression of Berger, Kulkarni, & Frail (2003) , based on a flat-top, single-component jet model. We extend this line to jet opening angles θ jet > π (dotted region).
